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Freddie Steinmark began at security for the undefeated University of Texas Longhorns in
1969. In the thrilling “Game of the Hundred years,” a come-from-behind triumph against
Arkansas that ensured Texas the nationwide championship, Steinmark played with pain in his
remaining leg. Two days afterwards, X-rays uncovered a bone tumor so large that it seemed a
miracle Steinmark could walk, aside from play soccer. flashes on the Freddie Steinmark
Scoreboard’ It is a fitting tribute to a legendary Longhorn whose photograph, emblazoned
with the term “ What he endured through the Longhorns’ memorable 1969 time of year, and
what he encountered afterward, captivated not only Texans but the country most importantly.
Americans watched closely as Steinmark confronted lifestyle’Written with unfettered access
to the Steinmark family and archives, Freddie Steinmark: Faith, Family, Football may be the
exploration of a short but full life, one that began humbly but ended in a grand stage.s
ultimate challenge, and his openness during his battle against savage odds helped reframe
the national discussion surrounding cancers and the ongoing competition for a remedy.A
gritty, undersized participant, Steinmark had quickly become a fan beloved at Texas.Center,”
Within weekly of the Arkansas game, his leg was amputated.s Jumbotron prior to each home
football video game in UT’Texas Memorial Stadium at Joe Jamail Field.s Darrell K Royal–
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An Inspiring Book: IT MUST BE Required Reading in SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL This book
deserves a lot more than five stars. I cherished it. The authors did an excellent job introducing
us to Freddie Steinmark, but there is a depth to the story that I can't explain. Freddie's Faith
What a great story! There's more. You read about how these values, as we call them in our
lifestyle, helped him achieve his apparently impossible goals and face challenges like tumor.
The story is this inspiration that it comes alive for the reader. Thanks to Bower &.This book
should be required reading in high school, because Freddie was and still is an exemplory case
of how we are to live our Faith. Also: I have created a bout him in the past tense. This book
goes into information that the other 2 books did not and was written from the prospective of a
childhood friend that was raised playing soccer and baseball with Freddie. For instance, when,
his friend dropped a brother in Vietnam, Freddie didn't make an effort to think of a comforting
saying found in a sympathy card. He simply knelt and began praying the rosary. Despite the
fact that he has passed into. That belonged to God alone. Freddie Steinmark let God sort out
him. That is exactly what I'd like my children to learn. He relied on God, not his own power in
everything. Suitable for all ages to read although far too short. He didn't have to know what to
say or perform to heal his friend. Eternity, he still lives and so will we. I would recommend this
reserve to everyone whether or not you share is Faith. Read this book! Well written, honest
and true story of a runt sized young man who became an all American hero by placing his
faith and his family first most each day of his lifestyle.!! You all place a lot of center into this
project and it proven through beautifully! You will never forget Freddie Joe Steinmark. There
exists a good dose of humor here, as well, especially in some of the photos. It tore my heart to
pieces even though it was very inspirational. This young man was a true role model when
therefore many athletes, famous types, are totally enthusiastic about themselves, and now
also refusing to honor our country's National Anthem. all the other upheaval of that time
period in the Italian papers but it all appeared like a universe from us. My husband & I had
been in Italy during those very years, living a glamorous & idyllic existence as newlyweds,
fresh parents, college students, teachers, and versions; we find out about Vietnam, politics,
assassinations, & his co-author wove in to the tale the dramatic historical occasions that were
also heading on at that time as Freddie's heartbreaking story was perfect. We were and
always have been just simple ole lucky. As you browse, you understand that he resided his
lifestyle in an uncomplicated fashion. his co-author, this was clearly brought home to me with
such a beautifully-written account of Freddie Steinmark's short, tragic, but incredibly
extraordinary & beautiful life. A genuine find and a great read! Great Book There are 3 books
out there on the subject of Freddie Steinmark with each presenting a somewhat different, yet
still the same view. That is obvious in how he prayed the rosary before video games and at
other occasions when presented with life's challengers. I recommend this publication to
anyone that can be interested in the annals of college football. It is well crafted and well
researched, but it is so much more. Who he was in this lifestyle is obvious in his values of the
Faith, his family members, and football as well as baseball.Just how Yousse & I must say i
enjoyed reading Freddie Steinmark I really enjoyed reading Freddie Steinmark: Faith, Family,
Football. Freddie Steinmark is searching down on them from heaven shaking his mind at their
stupidity. As well bad this business couldn't be like him. He was an excellent Christian man,
and Jesus is keeping him in His hands as we speak. if ever a book deserved to be on a Best
Seller list For all the right reasons, if ever a book deserved to be on a Best Vendor list, this is
the book! Great book! That's an inaccurate way to portray him. But so was Freddie's lifestyle.
He lived his Faith, and you end up wanting what he had..That is a keeper and can will have a



prominent put on my bookshelf. Many thanks both so very much for the wonderful work you
and all of your helpers did Couldn't await UPS so I downloaded it to my Kindle yesterday
evening and finished it tonight (had to function some in between) ... Thank you both so very
very much for the beautiful job you and all of your helpers did! Bower Yousse is just about in
the same category seeing that Pat Conroy.. They should be grateful for what they have got
and to be here in this great country. I'd recommend it to family and friends. Even if you don't
like sports this book is highly entertaining, a full page tuner, and touchy tribute to Freddie Joe
Steinmark. Just what a great surprise! I am so glad to learn the . Author did a superb work of
capturing the essence of Freddie Stenmark and the impression and legacy he left for so
many.. What a great surprise! I actually would not have considered to read this reserve until
another nurse told me about any of it. I am so happy to know the story of Freddie Steinmark,
and not just because it’s fun to share it with others. As a malignancy survivor, I realize now that
I possess a link with him—as everyone will who has ever been affected by tumor. If you are
searching for motivation, or know somebody who is dealing with a challenge and may use a
little encouragement to keep up their fight, this book could it be.I was pretty much dissolved
into tears for a lot of the book.I recommend this excellent book. Buy this book Amazing read! I
bought the book when i saw the movie. A must read for coaches or players of any sport. Box
was fine. Unbelievable Here is a picture of the "new" book I got yesterday. Box was fine.
Unbelievable! He's one of the only story-tellers that's also such an excellent article writer that
he can tell a story with sports activities as the background but still hold MY interest! This is a
beautifully written book, offering a complete portrait of a genuine American hero—with the kind
of insight you can only just gain through the author’s personal relationship with him and his
family. I’d under no circumstances heard about Freddie Steinmark when I picked it up, but
he’ll go on in my memory permanently. Also, how Freddie influenced President Nixon’s “Battle
on Cancer. Looks like a great book Looks like a great book!. Pacing is great, chapters are short
enough to not be intimidating, and I experienced like I was there with Freddie Steinmark,
facing his issues. I didn’t play football in school, but reading about Freddie’s championship
periods in high school and university made me feel just like his teammate. I saw the film about
him (“My All American”), but this reserve gives you a lot more information about Freddie and
his family members, especially his close relationship with his small brother. His was an
exemplary lifestyle in every way, and can inspire every reader.” A highly recommended read
for everybody An extremely recommended read for everyone!. A story like this that needs to
be told again and again and again, as Freddie's faith and example of courage are timeless.
What a great book! Being an older Longhorn lover I vividly . Unfortunately this got shipped in a
fairly sad condition and was packed fairly loosely in the box A Good Book FOR EVERYONE
Even though I knew how this tale would end, it is written with such skill that I didn’t take into
account the ending. Your reserve brought back the pride of those bygone years as a Farmer
and much more pride at having known Freddie a good little as an extremely standout person
in a course of real standouts. Five Stars Gift What a great book! As an older Longhorn
enthusiast I vividly keep in mind Freddie's story. Well crafted and enjoyable to read.
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